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LOCAL CONTACTS
Local contacts are an informal network of volunteer members who
may offer a range of services from organising occasional events in their
area, to swapping seedlings, or simply providing information to visitors
and newcomers. Please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you think they can
help you.
James Ellson: Hayfield (and area)
Bridget Evans: South Yorks
Melanie Fryer: Skipton/Gisburn
Ken Haigh: Darlington
Ann Hindley: Crowle, Scunthorpe
Jo Murphy: York area
Peter Nichol: Manchester area
Philip Rainford: Cumbria & North West
Chris Simmonds: Ryedale & North York Moors
As you can see, the list isn't complete, so if your area isn’t included, would
you like to volunteer? Simply get your name and contact details in the
Newsletter, and you take it from there, doing as much or as little as you
wish.

***************************

DIARY
Dates for your diary for the next few months: please see the
Programme and Events sections below for further information, and visit
our Facebook page for updates and last minute changes to the programme.
JULY
Thursday 5: Otley teaching garden
Sunday-Thursday July 8-12: Setting up and Great Yorkshire Show
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Wednesday 11: Dewhurst Road teaching garden
Monday-Sunday July16-22: Setting up and RHS Flower Show at Tatton
Park
Thursday 19: Otley teaching garden
Wednesday 25: Dewhurst Road teaching garden
AUGUST
Thursday 2: Otley teaching garden (including budding course)
Wednesday 8: Dewhurst Road teaching garden
Wednesday 15: Summer pruning course
Thursday 16: Otley teaching garden
Wednesday 22: Dewhurst Road teaching garden (including summer
pruning)
Saturday 25: Visit to Ripon Walled Garden, open to all members
Thursday 30: Otley teaching garden
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 5: Dewhurst Road teaching garden (possibly including
summer pruning)
Saturday 8: NFG annual Fruit Show
Thursday 13: Otley teaching garden
Friday- Sunday 14-16: Harrogate Autumn Flower Show
Wednesday 19: Dewhurst Road teaching garden
Thursday 27: Otley teaching garden
FURTHER AHEAD
Wednesday October 31 to Sunday November 4: NFG Apple Event:
details in the October Newsletter
Saturday November 10: Annual General Meeting
***************************

EDITORIAL
Welcome to the summer edition of our Newsletter, where, if you can
spare the time from your garden, allotment, orchard or kitchen, you will
find loads of information on growing and using fruit, as well as some new
ideas to try. Peacotums anyone? Read on and find out. We have lots on
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new plants in general and new hybrids in particular, and on things to do in
your greenhouse, with or without the approval of your partner. The Fruit
Novice takes a holiday, Anne Lee spans two decades at Hunt House and
Parcevall Hall, and Chris Simmonds threatens to try a new and exciting
method of massacring pear midge. Plus all the usual information about
events and shows. In particular, see the item about our summer visit, and
think about joining this interesting day out with like-minded folk.
Finally, one bit of boring house-keeping. If you haven’t renewed
your subs for this year, you won’t be getting a copy of this or subsequent
Newsletters. Yes, I know it sounds a bit odd to say that to people who
aren’t getting a Newsletter, but I’ll pop it in, in case you are friends with
defaulting members who ask to borrow your copy. Then I’ll shut up about
subscription renewals until next year.
Happy summer!
***************************

PROGRAMME
Fruit Group Events
Executive Committee members please note that the next two meetings
are scheduled for August 25 and November 10.
Meetings
Four times a year, on a Saturday, the Executive Committee meets in
the morning, and there follows in the early afternoon an event open to all
members. In the summer, this event usually takes the form of a visit to a
place of fruit-growing interest, and this year is no exception: see below for
details.
And please note in your diaries that our Annual General Meeting will
be held at 1.30 pm on Saturday November 10, 2018, preceded as usual by
an Executive Committee meeting at 10.00am, and followed by a talk by
Martin Fish entitled "A North Yorkshire Garden”. More details in the
October Newsletter.
Visit
Ripon Walled Garden is the destination for this year’s visit, which
will take place on Saturday August 25. All members are welcome, and
there is no charge. Please meet at the Garden at 1.30pm; the café will be
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open beforehand serving light lunches, teas and cakes (not included in the
‘no charge’!).
Members may recall that Rob Gooderidge, Garden Supervisor at the
Ripon Walled Garden, gave a most interesting talk on the development of
the Garden after our AGM last November. If you keep back numbers of the
Newsletter, you can find a report on his talk in the issue for January this
year.
Numbers are limited, so if you would like to come on the visit, please
inform Rachel Benson by email or phone. More information on the Garden
can be found on the web at www.riponwalledgarden.org.uk.
Teaching gardens
We will continue to meet fortnightly, from 10.30am to 3.00pm, on
Wednesdays at Dewhurst, and on Thursdays at Otley: dates are in the
Diary. New volunteers are always welcome to join us.
Summer Pruning
We will be returning to Roy's garden near Leeds to view the results
of our efforts in the winter, and persuade the trees to do well next year.
The date is Wednesday 15th August. Please let Roni Senior know if you
would like to come, and get directions.
Our other summer pruning events will be at Dewhurst on 22nd
August and, if needed, on 5th September.
Budding
We will be having a budding course at Otley on Thursday 2nd
August. Please book on nfg.workshops@gmail.com.
Budding can be the best method for propagating stone fruit, but we
will probably be learning on apple as this gives the highest take rate.

<> <> <>
Shows
July is a busy month for the shows, and they are our opportunity to
interact with the public. They are also a very useful activity to gain funds.
We attend the Great Yorkshire from 10th to 12th July, and then Tatton from
18th to 22nd July. Both shows need items for the display, and volunteers
to help set up the stand and to staff it during the show. As ever, if you help
on the stand during the show, you will have plenty of opportunity to go
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around the show without have to pay for entry. Rachel Benson will again
be co-ordinating the volunteers.
Great Yorkshire Show
The display will concentrate on soft fruit. Please consider lending us
some of yours, you can have it back to make jam after the show. We will
start setting up on Sunday 8th July and complete the task on Monday 9th
July.
RHS Show Tatton Park
This display will also concentrate on soft fruit, but will be displayed
to show a party theme. Thanks to those who sent ideas. We will be setting
up on Monday 16th July and finishing off on the morning of 17th July.
Once again we need people to help on the stand. If you have not visited
the show at Tatton Park you have missed a very fine venue. The site is
spacious and there is a very good range of stalls. It is even possible to
walk round the main Floral Marquee in the middle of the day. How about
having a short break in Cheshire or visiting North Wales at the same time?
Harrogate Spring Show went well this year and we gained a Silver-Gilt
medal which certainly boosts our funds. The theme for the display was
"My Backyard" and it had trees in a variety of containers including a
dustbin, dolly tub and mop bucket. As ever, many thanks to those who
helped set up the stand and manned it during the show. Without you it
would not exist.
Hilary Dodson
<> <> <>
NFG 20th Annual Fruit Show, 8TH September 2018
This year’s NFG Fruit Show will be held in the Sunley Room of the
Bramall Learning Centre, Harlow Carr. Entries will be restricted to
members of NFG and the RHS. Setting up will be in the foyer. The back
gate near the Bramall Learning Centre will be open for members to use to
carry their fruit in. The show schedule is enclosed with this Newsletter.
Please put the date in your diaries now and take a moment to look through
the schedule and mark any classes which you may be able to enter.
Don’t be put off if you have not shown before, there are novice
classes especially for those new to showing. Anyone may enter the open
classes. The novice classes can only be entered by those who have not
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previously won a first prize in either the novice class or the equivalent
open class.
There are prize cards and money for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places and a
special prize for the exhibitor with the most points in the novice classes
and the most points overall in the show. Please try to enter at least one
exhibit, it really is good fun and people showing for the first time in
previous years have been pleased with their success – and the prize
money!
Please come along on 8th September and support the show with your
exhibits. Don’t worry if you are not sure how to stage your exhibits, there
will be other more experienced members there who will be more than
willing to help you. Remember, nothing ventured – nothing gained, it
could be you walking off with the prize money. So go on, have a go, it
would be good to fill the tables and demonstrate how well fruit can be
grown in the North.
Please can I make a plea for some helpers to run the show. There is a
very small band now who help with setting up the tables, logging the
entries, accompanying the judge, writing out the results and working out
who has won which prizes. I could really do with a few more volunteers to
make the job easier. In particular if there is anyone with “neat”
handwriting who could help fill out the prize cards that would be much
appreciated. Roger Hole did the honours for many years and produced
beautifully written cards because he could do calligraphy. Unfortunately
Roger can no longer make it to the show. I would like to thank him on
behalf of everyone for the wonderful support he gave, including always
managing to find some fruit to exhibit which won him prizes over the
years, as well as finding the time to help me with the paperwork and cards.
Roger, you will be sorely missed. The cards don’t need to be written until
the judging has started which is about 12.30, so if you could help with this
you would not have to get to Harlow Carr very early in the morning,
although if you are going to enter any classes yourself you would need to
be there in good time to stage your exhibits. If anyone can help out in any
way with the show, please email me. Thanks in anticipation.
The show will be open to the public from 2.30 pm until 4.00 pm.
Presentation of the prizes will be at 3.30 pm by the judge Mr R Tresize. At
the request of Harlow Carr, to allow the public to have a bit longer than
previously to view the show, exhibits cannot be removed until after 4.00
pm.
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SOME TIPS FOR EXHIBITORS
• Read the schedule beforehand and decide which classes you are going
to enter.
• Bring some extra fruit for each class just in case any get damaged on the
way.
• Pack fruit in single layers separated by kitchen roll or other soft
materials for travelling.
• Aim to arrive with plenty of time to stage you exhibits.
• Make sure you put the correct number of fruit on each plate.
• Choose fruits that match in size and colour – its better to have slightly
smaller fruit all the same size than for example in the apple classes two
large ones and one small one.
• All top fruit should have the full length of the stalk so that the “heel” of
the stalk where it was attached to the branch is still there. Stalks should
not be trimmed or cut.
• The stems of berries can be cut to make them the same length.
• Do not include any fruit that does not have a stalk attached.
• Grapes should have a short length of main stem either side of the bunch
forming a “T” shape.
• No fruit should be “polished”.
• As much of the “bloom” as possible should be on plums, damsons,
grapes etc.
• Do not include any fruit that has damage, for example codling moth
holes or bitter pit on apples.
• Double check all your exhibits after you have staged them for the
correct number of fruit on plate, variety label and exhibitors slip with
“Class Number” upwards.
Best of luck and enjoy it.
Sharan Packer Show Organiser
<> <> <>

Non Fruit Group Events
Some up-coming Apple Days
Astley Hall, Chorley: Sunday 7th October
Astley Hall is a museum and art gallery housed within a Grade I
listed historic house, with the beautiful surroundings of Astley Park which
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include historic woodland, a lake, a fully renovated Victorian walled
garden alongside clean and modern facilities for visitors to enjoy.
The Apple of Your Isle, Epworth: Saturday 13th October
‘The Apple’ is a local organisation which encourages the growth and
use of apples and pears. Venue for their apple day to be confirmed.
Acorn Bank, Cumbria: Sunday 14th October
Acorn Bank is a National Trust property best known for its
comprehensive herb collection and traditional fruit orchards.
Helmsley Walled Garden, North Yorkshire: Saturday 20th October
Left derelict in the 1980s, the Garden was brought back to life as a
visitor attraction and a place of solace and healing for those in need.
<> <> <>
Other events
The Apple of Your Isle will also be running public apple pressing
events, as follows:
• Sunday September 16, at the Festival of the Plough, High Burnham,
pressing demonstration.
• Saturday September 29, Haxey Co-op car park, public pressing.
Reminder: Member Ted Whaley’s garden
in Market Rasen is open for charity on
August 4: details in the April Newsletter.

***************************

CONFESSIONS OF A FRUIT NOVICE
Something I learned quickly: gardeners don’t like holidays.
There is always - and I mean always - something that needs planting,
pruning, cropping, spraying, bedding in, or digging out, now. Plants need
protecting from the sun or rain or drought or wind or snow, moving into or
out of a suitable environment, watering hourly, and inspecting every ten
minutes. Not next week when we get back, but NOW.
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“How do they survive in the wild then?”, I ask
the Constant Gardener (aka The Husband).
“They don’t”, he says. Well the evidence of my
eyes, and the abundance of dandelions on every
roadside verge, seems to contradict this
statement, but I know better than to argue.
However, I have found a way round my
difficulties. The CG does actually have one other
interest in life: trains, big or small (that is, live or
model) and I tempted him with the new(ish)
Eurostar route direct from London to Marseilles,
750 miles in nine hours. In a weak moment, he agreed to think about it, I
wilfully misunderstood ‘think’, booked the tickets and off we went, for a
whole six days.
When we got back, the garden and allotment were still there,
everything was more or less upright, nothing had been eaten by creatures
from outer space, and all was well, or so I thought.
“The elderflowers have gone over”, he said cheerfully. “There won’t
be any elderflower wine for your spritzers this year.” He didn’t quite add
“serves you right”, but I could tell he meant it.
***************************

YOUR COMMITTEE
MEET YOUR COMMITTEE
Our series of brief biographies of members of the Committee comes
to an end in this issue with a contribution from Jo Murphy, who was
elected to the Committee at the last AGM. Welcome Jo, and thanks for
telling us about yourself.
As a young child growing up in inner city Liverpool, I remember
fruit came out of cans; peaches, mandarins, pineapples and fruit salad all
served with evaporated milk, or some strange cream, also out of a can. I
remember my first apple, beautifully shiny on the outside and a lovely
intense red colour but the reality was tough skin and pappy very dry flesh,
a huge disappointment.
Years later more fruit became available and I remember Golden
Delicious hitting the shops and our shopping trolley. It didn’t disappoint as
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it was crispy, juicy and easy to take on picnics. Mum also made some great
apple pies with the ever-favourite Bramley. As I reflect, it seems some of
my better memories involve fruit.
I won’t bore you with all of them, but one of my most treasured
memories was the year I spent studying in Bremen, Germany. I lived very
close to a twice weekly market that had the most amazing range of fruit
and vegetables and walking through taking in the colours, smells and
sounds was a pleasure. I tried as many things as I could and learnt to love
a whole new range of fruit and vegetables, luckily a flatmate told me how
to cook an artichoke as I had no idea what to do with it.
I made a great friend whilst studying and often went home to his
parents’ house for the weekend. I think this is where my aspiration for fruit
growing began. They had the most beautiful garden and at first glance it
looked to be filled with flowers, however Helga and Walter are the
champions of companion planting. All over were fruit bushes/trees and
vegetables intermingled with flowers and shrubs, even beans climbing up
the pergola and pumpkin on top of the resting compost pile. It was a
beautiful place to be, surrounded by lovely people, with a nice wine and
good home-cooked food, it was hard to get back to University and study.
I spent many happy weekends helping with the harvest. Once Walter
and I topped and tailed two buckets of gooseberries, while Helga turned
them into jam and pie fillings. They were then stored on the gingham lined
shelves of their tiny cellar, along with the other homemade goodies
including bottled cherries.
When my husband Sean visited, Helga made the most amazing Black
Forrest Gateau (Schwarztwälderkirchetorte) using their own home-grown
cherries and this is now his most favourite cake. I’ve tried making it a few
times for him but I know it will never be as good as Helga’s.
So back in England after my studies we moved to our home in York
and in the garden, we were blessed with two apple trees and one pear tree,
the beginning of my aspiration to create a garden like Walter and Helga. I
came along to a NFG apple event and had the apples identified as Bismark
and Stirling Castle, I then joined the group (I think four years ago) to learn
as much as I could. I’ve learnt, to prune and graft as well as increasing my
knowledge by helping on the stand at the shows. I’ve also started the
journey of apple identification and together with my friend Paul had a go
at an apple event at Gore Hill Nature Reserve.
The grafting I’ve done is starting to bear fruit and the pleasure of my
first Jupiter apple knew no bounds. This year I’m hoping for my two
grafted cherries to bear fruit (and be uneaten by pigeons) so I can have
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another go at a Black Forrest Gateau. I’m perhaps naively, trying to have
eating apples from early to late season and have almost finished the
grafting of the range that will fit in the garden. I have been very successful
with a fig but fancy having a go at a Kiwi (golden if possible), I’ve also
got a peach and avocado in my little green house, just for fun.
I’ve found an inner passion and met some lovely and very
knowledgeable people so I’ll be sticking around for quite some time. I’ve
just been nominated as the York representative on the committee, so if any
members in my neck of the woods would like to get together to do some
things in our area please let me know. I’m interested in the history of the
orchards that used to be here before the houses as my own home is built on
such a site, hence the fruit trees in the garden. I know more orchards are
cropping up as people become more interested in healthy eating and our
heritage, so I’m sure we can have some fun.
<> <> <>
REMINISCENCES OF THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
How things have changed over the years for the Membership
Secretary, so I thought I would give members some insight into how things
used to work compared with now.
The first membership secretary was Joan Hotham who did a sterling
job in the early years setting things up on her newly acquired computer. I
can’t remember exactly when I took over as I have worked my way
through 3 computers since taking over, and not been able to transfer all the
files from one to the next (just as well probably given the revised EU
General Data Protection Regulations that have recently come into force).
When I took over there were 100 or so members and membership
cards were produced by merge printing from an excel spread sheet and
word label document onto card, 9 per sheet, which were then cut into
individual cards with a trimmer and finally laminated. As you can imagine
this took some time and there were hiccups such as the cards not feeding
through the printer properly, printer misalignment, running out of ink etc.
There was only one type of membership, dual and associate society
memberships did not exist.
This method of issuing membership cards continued until 2010 when
it became too onerous and time consuming a task to produce cards this
way each January, especially with the increasing number of members. It
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would take me and my husband several days to print and cut the cards and
then feed them through the laminator.
Originally membership cards were distributed with the January and
April newsletters which meant I had to feed them into the appropriate
addressed envelopes which I also produced and deliver them to the
newsletter editor who then inserted the newsletter, any other leaflets, added
stamps and posted the envelopes out.
Starting in 2010 pre-printed membership cards were introduced
which just required the name, membership number and year writing on
them manually. This did save some time but my husband often spent most
of a day writing them out for me. Cards continued to be distributed with
January and April newsletters with only cards for late renewals sent out
separately.
This worked well until 2016 when because of the increased number
of members it was unsustainable for the newsletter editor to fill and post
envelopes. The decision was made by the committee to use the services of
Enid Taylor Ltd, who print the newsletter, to distribute it. This meant that
membership cards could no longer be added to envelopes. This, coupled
with the increasing number of members who receive the newsletter via
email, meant that membership cards had to be sent out separately which
increased postal costs. It also meant that I had to redesign the membership
spread sheets to enable addresses for the newsletters to be sent to Enid
Taylor electronically.
The next step was to consider sending membership cards
electronically. Existing members were asked for email addresses and the
application forms were changed to include this information as well as a
box to tick if newsletters were wanted via email.
So the NFG has moved with the times in terms of embracing
developments in technology. The 20 years since it began has seen lots of
changes. Membership cards in pdf format are now being distributed via
email to those members who have provided email addresses. This saves on
postage but does take me a while to do. Then there are the inevitable
“delivery failed” emails when people have changed their email address
which means a hard copy has to be sent instead. Hard copies are still sent
out to those who have not supplied or don’t have an email address.
Sharan Packer
Membership Secretary
***************************
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FROM OUR NEWSLETTER OF JULY 1998
Cheers! I was pleased to see that right from the beginning, our
members were interested in the use of fruit for making the occasional
alcoholic drink. You will find the latest contribution on this topic on page
24, but here is one from Brian Gable in July 1998:
Blackcurrant liqueur
Take 1 bottle of brandy, 8oz of blackcurrants (may be left on the
string), 4 oz of sugar, and 150 ml of dry cider.
Blend half the brandy with the other ingredients, store in a bottle,
agitating daily for the first week, then weekly for the next three weeks;
stand for another three months; filter and add the second half of the
brandy; bottle. Stand for 12 months (if possible). Will keep for at least 5
years with reasonable care. (Not in the Editor’s house!)
<> <> <>
Other matters also rang bells. The then Chairman, Trevor Davis,
wrote about shows:
While I certainly enjoy manning a Stand, with its challenges over
identification and cultural problems, I also recognise the effort it can
require. Our Great Yorkshire Show exhibit will be our first at that event, so
we will evaluate it carefully.
The evaluation must have gone well, because the Great Yorkshire has
been a feature of the NFG calendar every year since - as are the
Chairman’s annual appeals for volunteers. Plus ca change!
<> <> <>
And what a pleasure to find our regular correspondent Anne Lee was
already writing for the Newsletter back in 1998. Here is a piece from her
on the “Hunt House Apple”:
In 1994 the National Maritime Museum issued an appeal for Hunt
House apple trees, because this apple, which is a very long keeper, was
known to have been taken aboard the old sailing ships to ward off scurvy.
It was known to have been grown for this purpose in the Whitby area, and
is believed to have been carried by Captain Cook on his voyages of
exploration.
Ian Roger, of RV Roger Ltd, specialist nurseries near Malton,
contacted Ernest Oddy, who is well-known for the conservation work he
voluntarily undertakes in connection with the old orchards. Ernest knew of
ONE tree growing in a hedge, which was so old that there was very little
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good scion wood in it. R V Roger Nurseries have managed to propagate
the cultivar and even included it in their catalogue last year!
In Robert Louis Stevenson’s novel “Treasure Island”, there is a
description of how Jim Hawkins, unable to reach the apples in the bottom
of the apple barrel, carried on the deck of the Hispaniola, climbed inside
and overheard Long John Silver and his cronies conspiring to mutiny.
Does anybody know if this is an accurate description of how these apples
were carried, or is it a literary contrivance for the sake of the plot?
<> <> <>
Malus domestica ‘Hunt House’ is still in Roger’s catalogue,
described as “A very significant, historical variety. Named after
Hunthouse (sic) in Goathland, North Yorkshire it was reputedly grown in
the Whitby area and taken to sea by Captain Cook's men as a source of
vitamins to keep away scurvy.” Yours for £16.50 upwards.
No answer was forthcoming to Anne’s literary questions, but would
still be welcome. Ed
***************************

ROOTSTOCK ORDERS
A new man in charge
Peter Robinson, who has handled the orders for many years, writes:
John Shea has taken over from me the administration of the NFG’s
Frank Matthews order.
Basically nothing else will change significantly: delivery will still be
to Paul Yashpon at 256 Alwoodley Lane, Leeds, and members with trees
on order or substantial numbers of rootstocks are asked to collect direct
from Paul’s house as close to the date of delivery as possible. Collection
procedures for smaller rootstock orders which require splitting from the
bulk order will be advised nearer the time.
Payment (preferably cheques payable to Northern Fruit Group) is due
on collection just as currently.
Thank you for your cooperation in implementing the above.
John’s preference for contact is email as there are times when he is
away and this ensures continued contact is available.
John’s email address is nfg.rootstock@gmail.com
<> <> <>
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Placing an order
The closing date for orders this year will be after the AGM in
November, and further details will appear in the October issue of the
Newsletter.
***************************

NEW HYBRIDS
RASPBERRY BREEDING
Marzena Lipska from the East Malling Research Station gave an excellent
talk on raspberry breeding at our June meeting. Thanks to Chairman
Hilary Dodson for these notes of the main points.
The raspberry breeding programme at East Malling has a range of
objectives, but the main ones are to extend the season, increase the yield
and fruit size without loss of flavour, and have better resistance to pests
and diseases.
Breeding is a long term project, even for raspberries, and very many
plants from the cross are discarded during the process. The time span from
making a cross to commercial trials is eight years and there is an additional
four years to variety release.
Making the cross is not easy as a result of the flower structure, and
the resulting seeds are hard to germinate. The seedlings are grown on
hydroponically and screened for aphid resistance where about half have to
be discarded. Young plants are field grown and a few selected for the next
phase which is growth in poly tunnels. At this stage, two canes are planted
in a five litre pot with irrigation so fruit can be evaluated.
Fruit
characteristics noted include colour, size, shape cohesion, flavour,
sweetness and shelf life. The canes are evaluated for cropping potential,
cane architecture and ease of picking.
Historically the breeding programme provided the first primocane
variety, Autumn Bliss, in 1980. Since then there has been a steady release
of new varieties. Probably of most interest to the NFG is Malling Charm,
bred to give fruit both in the summer and the autumn. There is also work
on producing tall or dwarf canes, black raspberries and ornamental
varieties.
<> <> <>
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CROSS BREEDING PRUNUS
For gardeners with an eye for novelty a range of new fruit hybrids is
becoming available across the UK. These specific hybrids are a result of
cross-breeding between Prunus species including plum, apricot, mirabelle,
nectarine and peach.
Most have come from the US and continental Europe and we have
yet to see how they perform long term in the UK climate. They are
generally hardy but, as some flower early and need lots of sunshine, they
are not well suited to colder regions and are best planted in a sunny,
sheltered spot to protect their early blooms and to help ripening fruit.
‘Apriplums’ and ‘plumcots’ are generally considered to be the result
of simple crosses between plums and apricot. ‘Apriums’ (genetically
largely apricots) and ‘pluots’ (genetically mostly plums) result from more
complex breeding processes. Some other hybrids include
‘nectaplums’ (nectarine x plum) ‘peacotums’ (peach x apricot) and
‘miracots’ (mirabelle plum x apricot).
Information about pollination requirements can be inconsistent - for
example, Flavour Supreme is claimed to be self fertile in UK sources, but
US nurseries and continental suppliers state that it needs a pollinator.
Miracots and apriums are usually self fertile but may crop better with
a pollinator. Pluots often need cross pollination (by a different pluot
cultivar, or by early flowering plums or gages). Some pluot cultivars are,
however, said to be reliably self fertile.
Abridged from an article in the January issue of The Garden, the magazine
of the Royal Horticultural Society. To become a member, go to rhs.org/
membership or phone 020 31765810.

<> <> <>
A NEW DWARF MULBERRY
Chelsea flower show ‘plant of the year’ 2017 was a ‘miraculous’
dwarf mulberry, Charlotte Russe, that took 40 years (yes, forty years) of
breeding. It is fully hardy and fruits on old and new wood, is self
pollinating and produces fruit in the first year to pick from May to
September. Packed with antioxidants and iron, mulberries taste great fresh
off the tree or in crumbles.
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Learning that it is now available from nurseries for about £20, we
went in search of more information, and found this, from Suttons.
The new Dwarf Mulberry Bush
With heights reaching 8 metres, many people don't have the space for
a mulberry tree, and it’s hard to find the fruits in supermarkets, but you can
have all the joys of growing your own mulberries without the hassle of
keeping a large tree.
This dwarf, compact variety reaches a height of only approximately
1.5m, making it suitable for any garden. It’s self-pollinating, fully hardy
and fruits on both old and new wood, meaning you can be picking
mulberries within the first year as opposed to the usual 8 or 9 years it takes
most other mulberries. And unlike other varieties that only produce fruit
over a 3-week period towards the end of summer, Charlotte Russe
(Matsunaga PBR) produces berries over a very long period, from May
right through until September. Supplied in a 9cm pot, plant size 15cm.

<> <> <>
TRENDS IN SOFT FRUIT GROWING
Soft fruit has been through major changes in recent years, largely
through increased demand from consumers, which has lead growers to
produce more varieties and make them available to us gardeners. Plant
breeding has produced a much wider selection of good cultivars, often
with large fruits and better flavour than the ‘old’ varieties. No longer do
gardeners have to rely on their own ageing plants or the restricted choice
available from garden centres. The internet has made it easier to find and
buy these new cultivars from the comfort of your own home.
Soft fruit needs to be picked every day or so to get it at its best.
Picking is of course labour intensive and the fruits are easily damaged if
care is not taken. Fruit for the supermarket has to be picked slightly under
ripe for transport and may be in the store several days before purchase, and
is unlikely to gain the full flavour of fruit picked and consumed from your
own plot. Supermarket soft fruit is also relatively expensive. So the
advantages of growing your own are obvious, and we can usually find
room in the home garden or allotment to grow at least some soft fruit,
especially as some of the new cultivars can be grown in pots.
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Blackberries were traditionally small fruits picked from hedgerows,
with many thorns to catch the unwary. I inherited with my allotment what
I think is a Himalayan Giant which we call ‘the killer’ for the ferocity of
its thorns. Blackberries also produce fruits on second year wood, and
therefore always have a mixture of old fruiting wood and new briars
during the growing season. Recent breeding has produced so-called
primocane blackberries that fruit on wood produced in the first year. By
limiting the number of briars it is possible to get larger, though fewer,
fruits. Feed them with blood, fish, and bone in the spring and autumn and
water well in any dry weather. Try primocane variety “Rueben” for the
plot, or Lowberry Little Black Prince for a compact growth in a pot. They
cost about £20 including postage: put the variety into Google for suppliers.
Raspberries also have benefitted from extensive breeding
development, resulting in large, good flavoured fruits on traditional canes
(i.e. in the second year), as well as so-called autumn fruiting varieties
which are primoncanes, fruiting on first year wood in the autumn.
Commercial breeding has produced many new primocane varieties. To get
large berries, select up to five canes on each root, and cut out all the others.
Feed and water as for blackberries. Try Cascade Delight or Malling
Minerva for summer fruiting or Autumn Treasure or Malling Happy for
autumn fruiting. For growing in a pot, try Ruby Beauty.
John Stewart
From articles in the RHS magazine The Garden, February 2018 (“Bigger
and better berries”) and March 2018 (“Plant now to harvest more fruit
this year”).
***************************

FRUIT WE DON’T GROW: WATERMELON
A recent visit to the Mediterranean coast of France reminded me just
how much more fruit grows with the aid of constant summer sunshine. The
shops in Marseilles were bursting with a variety that just doesn’t happen
here, and one of the things that caught my attention was water melon. You
get small ones in our supermarkets occasionally, but they don’t tempt you
to buy in the way that they do when the temperature is steadily in the 30s.
Citrullus lanatus is a massive fruit, quite distinct from other melons.
It is native to Africa but has been widely cultivated in many areas since
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antiquity, probably for at least 4000 years. Growing on a weak vine, the
water melon ripens sitting on the ground and is eaten by wild animals as
well as man, as a welcome water source in dry climates. That many
varieties now exist has been described as “a testament to modern
horticulture”. The characteristic variety has smooth, hard, dark green skin,
red flesh and black seeds, is either spherical or sausage shaped and has no
central cavity. The rind can be as much as 4 cms thick and the whole fruit
can easily weigh 9kg. No wonder it is often sold in slices!
As well as the pink flesh, the inner rind is edible; the many applepip-like seeds embedded in the flesh are generally considered not edible,
but are dried and eaten in Southeast Asia.
Not surprisingly, as it is 93% water, the well named water melon is a
great thirst quencher; wedges are sold for eating by the wayside in many
hot climates, sometimes enhanced with a dash of salt, said to improve the
flavour. In our more temperate climes, the flesh may be chilled or quick
frozen for a ready made sorbet, used in salads both fruit and savoury: try
with chicken or ham on a bed of lettuce, garnished with nuts and raw
onion rings, marinaded in a lemony dressing. Fruit salad with water melon
responds well to being laced with brandy.
The rind may be pickled and is a traditional diuretic, given in cases
of diabetes, alcohol poisoning and kidney inflammation, but medical
intervention may be preferable.
***************************

A Smallholder Writes . . .

No 9

NFG member James Ellson writes a blog about his
smallholding http://jamesellson.blogspot.co.uk/

A Greenhouse is Man’s Best Friend
I live in Hayfield (Peak District) which is sometimes described as
having ‘nine months of rain and three months of winter.’ Good waterproofs
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are essential, webbed feet desirable, and the greenhouse quickly becomes
your best friend.
The greenhouse is not only a place to stay dry while you cogitate on
three rows of nine potatoes or nine rows of three, or try to remember
where you planted the beans and peas last year, but a convenient place to
store every size of pot and tray ever produced. Not to mention a multitude
of old labels and string and a useful shelf of bits and pieces. A study in the
East Midlands in 2003 revealed that 80 per cent of greenhouses were
masquerading as sheds.
Greenhouses are traditionally used to grow tomatoes and vulnerable
plants, and to kick-start the vegetable year by hothousing seeds and
seedlings. They are useful to harvest rainfall – we have four waterbutts
attached in series. And of course, my wife, like many others, keeps her
sherry there.
But, the greenhouse can be so much more, and here are three ideas
(two fruity):
The hotbox (1). We use an old cold water tank, lagged with insulation. In
January I empty the previous year’s contents (now delicious compost) and
re-fill it with fresh horse manure. This must be fresh (off the road fresh)
and can be interleafed with leaf mulch if there’s not much hay or sawdust.
Pack it into the hotbox and add six inches of topsoil. By late February it
will be ready for sowing, and a month later – the heat from the rotting
manure having worked its magic – the first radishes and salad will be
ready.
The hotbox (2). By early May, when salad can be sown elsewhere, the
hotbox can be reinvented. Creative destruction, as capitalists would have
it. The soil level might need to be topped up (over the season the level can
drop six inches). Melon seeds can then be planted. These grow very well in
the greenhouse; the main thing to remember is to thin 90 per cent of the
fruit when it starts to set, and also to pinch out growing points. Otherwise
the melons won’t be large enough. By August, you should have six-ten
melons the size of lawn bowls. Handballs if you’re MFG. Volleyballs if
you’re SFG. Cricket balls even if you live in Hayfield.
The grape vine. In September 2015 I took home a small rooted grape
cutting from a session at Dewhurst, along with advice to ‘plant its feet
outside the greenhouse but train it inside.’ That way, its roots stay nicely
watered and in plenty of soil, and the fruit get enhanced warmth.
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The vine survived the winter and as it grew the next year I trained it
through the small window at the base of the greenhouse. That year it grew
six feet and I pruned it back to four. In 2017 the vine grew to both ends of
the greenhouse and again I pruned it back to the stronger growth.
This year the vine has already (early May) issued buds along its
entire length (for the first time, rather than growing from a leader). I got
excited about impressing my wife with a classy cheeseboard and last night
I let this fact slip. ‘They won’t have seeds in, will they?’ she asked.
So, it’s back to the drawing board. Maybe Hayfield Rouge would
impress her?
The general book I would recommend for melons and grapes, and
most other fruit, too, is Harry Baker’s RHS Growing Fruit.

***************************

THE DREADED PEAR MIDGE…
…is back and decimating my pear crop. I had thought that the long,
cold, wet winter might have killed off the overwintering pupae but it was
not to be. For those of you fortunate enough to have never encountered this
pest, it is a small midge-like insect which lays its eggs in the unopened
flower buds on pear trees. The little grubs then grow inside the developing
fruit eating it away and causing the young fruits to become swollen and
blackened before dropping off and allowing the mature grubs to pupate in
the soil until emerging next spring. The tree mistakenly diverts resources
to these rapidly swelling fruits so depriving the uninfected young fruit of
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nutrition with the result that almost the whole crop can be lost. Usual
advice is to pick off and burn all infected fruits, cultivate the ground under
the tree to a depth of a few inches to disturb any grubs that may have
already dropped down and cover the ground with black polythene to stop
the young midges from emerging next spring. Done all that, religiously for
the past 3 years, but still they come. I suspect that a large pear tree in a
neglected garden next door is acting as a ‘super nursery’ for these pests
and they are just migrating over the wall to my trees.
So unless someone out there can come up with a foolproof answer to
the problem I will have to swallow my dignity and try a solution suggested
in an online article by Peter Laws. Apparently the insects can be seen in
mating swarms close to pear trees in the early spring just before dusk. His
solution is to go out armed with a hoover and long extension tube and
literally hoover the insects out of the sky. He swears this has almost
eliminated his pear midge problem. My neighbours are in for a treat
watching me down in the orchard trying to hoover up the sky, they could
probably sell tickets.
Chris Simmonds
***************************

FRUIT SPIRITS
No, this is not an item about the twee little fairies that live in your
strawberry bed. In the last issue, we talked about making rhubarb gin and
sloe gin, and now that a glut of summer fruit is (we hope) about to be upon
us, here are some more recipes for mixing fruit and alcohol to make
delightful new drinks.
We have done this successfully with raspberries, loganberries,
blackcurrants, blackberries and damsons.
There is no need to use expensive spirit: a supermarket’s own brand
at about £12 a bottle will do fine.
Wash the fruit if you must. We usually wash damsons and
blackcurrants but not blackberries, raspberries or loganberries, which tend
to go soggy if immersed in water.
Put a pound of fruit in a large screw top jar. Add sugar and top up
with a full bottle of gin or vodka. How much sugar? That depends on how
sweet your tooth is. You need at least 2 tablespoons, but can add more if
you like a sweeter drink. However much sugar you add, you will not get
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that overly sweet cloying taste that comes with many commercial fruit
spirits.
Close the jar, and leave in a dark place for about three months,
shaking occasionally to help dissolve the sugar. Watch as a delightful
jewel-like colour develops. Just in time for Christmas, strain off the fruit
and decant your lovely drink into clean bottles (you may like to keep the
original supermarket bottles for this purpose). What you do with the fruit is
up to you. The worms in your compost will love it; some of it we eat with
yoghurt and a few nuts for breakfast (if we aren’t driving later!); it can be
a bit dried out, but the residual alcohol gives it a lovely flavour.
Your fruit spirit is good to drink by itself, or as a mixer with
Prosecco: think Kir Royale which is champagne and creme de cassis - in
effect blackcurrant spirit.
These spirits also make excellent Christmas gifts, especially if you
can find some pretty bottles and perhaps use your computer skills to print
your own labels.
John Stewart
***************************

OLD ORCHARDS: SOME DETECTIVE STORIES
Anne Lee follows the trail of Ernest Oddy's Old Orchard Notebooks
2. Parcevall Hall Gardens, Wharfedale, continued
(the first instalment appeared in the April edition of the Newsletter)
Prof Apple's personal fruit history started before World War II, when
he left Bolton Abbey School at the age of 14 to work under his father, from
whom he received his first education in fruit-cultivation. During WWII he
served as a wireless operator on a Lancaster bomber - a far remove from
his rural roots. When he came out of the RAF he was given the opportunity
to study at RHS Wisley, providing he could produce evidence of having
worked in two country house gardens. Sir William readily took him on at
Parcevall Hall. Ernest lived in the bothy, now the tearoom. [Incidentally,
their home-made ginger scones are out of this world.] He was paid £3 a
week, but all his meals were provided by the hall kitchen and his weekly
wash done by the laundry maid. His testimonial, written by George
Dugood and countersigned by Sir William may be the only surviving
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pre-1980s document. After he left for Wisley, Ernest retained his contact
with Parcevall Hall, because Sir William took an interest in his progress.
It was during this period that Sir William became greatly concerned
about the demise of the country house estate, with the consequent loss of
the rare plants from their gardens. He, Earl Grey and others decided to
preserve the heritage by founding the Northern Horticultural Society and
established a botanical collection at Harlow Carr. Ernest said that it was
Sir William who discovered the site and was closely involved in its
development by Geoff Hamilton and his team. (The limestone for the
limestone garden, for instance, was quarried from Troller's Gill, which
would be prohibited today.) Ernest recollected that Sir William would
arrive at Harlow Carr with a huge mound of sandwiches and flasks of tea
and that the gardeners would all sit round to discuss progress. Many of|
Harlow Carr's original plants were transferred from Parcevall Hall,
however there is no evidence that they also included the fruit, so I
speculate that Sir William considered his orchard experiment best
forgotten. [NB: The apple trees that were grubbed out from Harlow
Carr's south field a few years ago were a later collection raised by Tony
Thompson and Ernest.] Possibly Ernest Oddy senior contributed: Elizabeth
recalls that her father frequently cycled the four miles to Parcevall Hall,
past Bolton Abbey and over the bridge below Barden Tower, for
discussions with Sir William and George Dugood, and she would often go
with him.
Ernest renewed his acquaintance with Parcevall Hall's orchard in the
early 1980s. He was by this time employed as a horticultural lecturer at
Askham Bryan Agricultural College, York. Because he was a reputed plant
identification specialist, he would be sent out on assignments (such as to
identify the trees in Harrogate's Valley Gardens). He was despatched to
Parcevall Hall to assist with the compilation of an accurate catalogue. One
day, as he was parking his orange beetle in the hall residents' car park
below the orchard, he observed preparations to fell a Newton Wonder.
When he asked why they wanted to chop down a healthy tree, he was told:
'We're getting rid of all these old trees to make a car park for the garden
visitors, because they don't like climbing that steep hill.' 'You can't do that!'
rebuked Ernest, 'Don't you realise that this is Sir William's orchard and it's
of great historic interest. Make it a picnic area, plant daffodils under the
trees and run guinea fowl.' The next day Ernest was summoned to the
principal's office. 'I've had the Parcevall Hall gardens administrator on the
phone. What's this about their orchard?' Ernest's first thought was that he
was in trouble for interfering, but no, thanks to his intervention, they had
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decided to conserve the orchard. 'Well, you'd better get yourself over there,
because they want their old apple trees identifying.' [NB: This was some
years before the start of any campaigning to preserve our heritage fruit
varieties.]
A couple of years later, and Ernest was again consulted about
preservation and extension of the orchard. He had then retired, so
volunteered to undertake propagating apple trees to plant out. He was
asked if he could also raise additional trees to put in 'The Ploughings', the
large rectangular hedged lawns below the terraces. These acquired their
name, because the rose gardens had been ploughed up during WWII to
grow vegetables for the 'Dig for Victory' campaign and had not been
restored to their former status.
The south-west corner of the walled garden was fenced off for Ernest
to use as his nursery. Parcevall Hall's was one of several old orchard
conservation projects he undertook after retirement and every year Roger's
Nursery at Pickering would give him a bundle of rootstocks, because, as
Ian Roger said, Ernest's researches were for their benefit, too.
Ernest decided that half-standard trees would be suitable and his
preferred method of propagation was by budding in July. He said that this
gave him 'two chances'. For several years he spent his Sundays working at
Parcevall Hall. Disaster struck in the Winter of his first year, when
rabbits squeezed under his nursery gate and ate off every one of his little
trees to the roots, not even leaving enough stem to allow him to graft them.
Another catastrophe occurred when some of his trees, newly planted in the
area below the old orchard, fell down the cliff in a landslide.
The selection of what apple varieties to introduce was left to Ernest.
He recognised that, for the old orchard he needed to choose northern and
late season varieties for their hardiness and resistance to adverse climatic
conditions. Others, chosen for their decorative appearance, could be put
into The Ploughings, where it is well-sheltered and fertile, so more
favourable. He introduced Yorkshire heritage varieties, Yorkshire
Greening, Yorkshire Beauty, Yorkshire Cockpit and Yorkshire Aromatic. He
left us no record of where he sourced his bud wood; I don't know where,
locally, he could have collected such as Calville Rouge d'Hiver or Maltster.
The problem with his notebooks is that they were kept as an aide memoir,
not a record for posterity. I know, because he told me, that three of them
were obtained from RHS Wisley: Hollandbury, Harvey and S.T.Wright, as
he wanted to raise them for his own identification experimental purposes.
Three trees out of Ernest's first batch were planted alongside the wall
of the tearoom garden, so, as you drive in, after crossing over the wooden
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bridge, the first things you see in the gardens are his now-mature apple
trees. Yorkshire Beauty (large, pink flushed), Yorkshire Cockpit (green/
yellow and bearing a large bunch of mistletoe) and Blenheim Orange
(large, orange). Last year I found the Blenheim Orange label wired onto
the Cockpit tree. Confusion about identification occurs frequently in old
orchards, because labels blow off and get put back, but on the wrong tree so you can never rely on the labels.
It is interesting now, over twenty years later, to note which of
Ernest's choices have proved to be productive. The very best was,
surprisingly, Gascoigne's Scarlet, which cropped heavily with large,
brilliant red, unblemished fruit, but about ten years ago it collapsed with
the weight of its crop. Others that do reasonably well in The Ploughings
are King of the Pippins, John Downie crab, Calville Rouge d'Hiver, Tower
of Glamis and Harvey. In the area below the old orchard, Tom Putt is
thriving and Annie Elizabeth, Lord Lambourne and Ribston Pippin are
quite happy. Presumably some varieties tolerate alkaline soil, or even like
it. [NB: I don't know of another orchard on limestone.]
The first time I saw Sir William's old orchard was in December 1995.
(The gardens are closed to visitors during Winter, apart from snowdrop
weekends in February, but Ernest was permitted to visit any time.) I asked
him why anybody would want to visit an orchard at near sunset on a misty
winter afternoon, with snow lying on the ground, but he wanted to show
me a remarkable phenomenon. Three of the trees were still covered with a
enormous crop of small, bright yellow apples. Under them were two or
three hundred pheasants (no exaggeration!) pecking at the windfalls, while
several small birds flew about in the canopy. In the surrounding trees I
spotted deer, but they were deterred from coming down into the orchard by
repellent-soaked rags mounted on stakes. (What's in deer repellent - the
smell of wolf?) Deer can do serious damage; they don't only browse the
twigs, but can strip the bark. My visit made me realise that old orchards
support wildlife and, indeed, have their own ecology.
'They're gooseberries,' said Ernest. 'You what?' 'Gooseberries. Those
apples are a variety called Gooseberry.' Now only two of these trees
remain, the other suffered the same fate as the Gascoigne's Scarlet and
crashed under the weight of its crop. Ernest had identified this Gooseberry
on one of his visits to the National Fruit Collection at Brogdale and RHS
Wisley. He used to take a 'busman's holiday' and, taking his identification
queries, would walk round the plantations and take photographs. He would
consult Harry Baker at Wisley, who was interested in his northern
researches. Unfortunately this Parcevall Hall Gooseberry does not
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compare with Gooseberry on I.D. websites, nor those brought in to Harlow
Carr's Apple Festival. Ernest propagated them and two were put into The
Ploughings in the hope that they might produce reasonable specimens for
identification. (At a later date I thought they were Schoolmaster, but that's
another story.)
There is still research to be undertaken at Parcevall Hall, in addition
to the Gooseberry/Schoolmaster. Two trees in the top orchard are still
unidentified. One of them is labelled Allington Pippin, but I think that's
Ernest's inspired guesswork, the other occasionally produces minuscule
dark red fruit - possibly Bismarck. I think the Cox's Pomona in The
Ploughings is Maltster (to be checked again this year). One of the new
trees is labelled Tower of Glamis, but it isn't. Sadly the lovely S.T. Wright
has succumbed to canker.
Ernest was aware that his conservation work was bequeathing an
inheritance for the next generation and that he would not live to see his
trees mature. Currently the orchard restoration programme is being
continued by Phill with the assistance of the NFG's Hilary Dodson.
Anne Lee
Parcevall Hall is at Skyreholme near Appletreewick, BD23 6DE.
The Gardens are open daily from 30th March until 31st October
between 10am and 6pm, with last admittance at 5pm.
Adults: £7, Seniors: ₤6, Children under 12 free. Admission is free
for RHS members in August, September and October; the tearoom is not
open in October.
For further information, check the Parcevall Hall Gardens website
http://parcevallhallgardens.com

***************************

COMMUNITY ORCHARDS
A REPORT FROM JESMOND COMMUNITY ORCHARD
The Orchard is planted around the edge of an 1850's surburban
cemetery. The site is available to the public at the times that the cemetery
is open, and has over 100 varieties, including a local seedling apple named
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Jesmond Dingle. The presence of a high brick wall has enabled the
growing of a peach, apricot and fig.
The group not only grows fruit trees but aims to develop a
community spirit by holding Apple Days in October when fruit is available
for tasting and apple juice is pressed. Information on fruit cultivation is
also available. The site is maintained by "garden days" held twice a
month. There is fun for all at wassailing in January and education in the
form of grafting and pruning courses.
The group is lucky to have close links with the local primary school
whose pupils graft and grow their own trees and help with juicing apples.
Howard Johnson
<> <> <>

WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY ORCHARDS OF LEEDS
AND WEST YORKSHIRE
For 3 years I’ve had the pleasure and privilege of working (part-time)
in the Leeds area to help 12 communities plant new community orchards.
Along the way, I’ve heard of more orchards (5+ fruit/nut trees) on publicly
accessible land. There are now 70 in the Leeds District, and almost
everyone in the Leeds area is within half an hours walk of an orchard. We
can say that Leeds is England’s* first “Orchard City”!
I have managed to visit almost all of them, but we now have a team
of “Orchard Mentors” (most of whom are NFG members) who provide
more consistent advice, encouragement and sign-posting. We treat the
mentors well with free training, excellent materials and reimbursement of
travel costs. Community Orchards can also access a year-round training
programme of pruning, grafting, scything, pests & diseases, processing,
and apple identification.
There aren’t so many community orchards – yet – in Wakefield, so
we have recently started working with Incredible Edible Wakefield. Going
forward, the emphasis of our orchard creation work will be in the
Wakefield district, rather than Leeds. That’s not to say that we won’t
provide encouragement and advice to communities in Leeds! And in time
we plan to widen our support and development work to the rest of West
Yorkshire: Kirklees; Calderdale and Bradford.
If you are interested in finding out more or getting involved (maybe
as a Mentor?) you can contact me on 07730 216943 or
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alan@theorchardproject.org.uk. Next month I’m moving to the orchards of
central Italy for a year, but someone else will be taking up the reins.
Alan Thornton, The Orchard Project
www.theorchardproject.org.uk
* Dundee, in Scotland, already use the “Orchard City” title!

Got loads of apples and pears going spare in
Leeds?
Leeds Urban Harvest would like to make good use of
your surplus fruit and we can give you bottles of
pasteurised juice or cider in return. Find out more
www.leedsurbanharvest.org.uk/local-fruit/
Similar schemes are also available around Ripon (Old
Sleningford Farm), Otley (Chevin Orchard),
Huddersfield (Udders), Manchester (MossCider), York
(Abundance) and elsewhere.

***************************
AND FINALLY…
Have you ever wondered why the Apple computer is so called? The
official reason is that the apple is the favourite fruit of the company
founder, but this merely begs the question why call it after a fruit at all?
Why not Hamburger, or Chocolate, or … well any one of a thousand other
food names. And indeed why food?
The unofficial suggestion, denied by the company, is that it is in
honour of Alan Turing, who was instrumental in developing the
forerunners of modern computing at Bletchley Park during the Second
World War. A genius but a troubled soul, Turing was arrested for
homosexual offences, and eventually committed suicide by taking a single
bite out of an apple laced with cyanide.
Where else did the bite out of Apple’s apple come from?
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My thanks to all contributors for their help in preparing this edition of the
Newsletter. Ed
The next Newsletter will be circulated in early October 2018. All
contributions welcome, to the editor please by October10.
Please use our dedicated email address:

nfg.newsletter@gmail.com
Please visit the Group’s new website:

www.thenorthernfruitgroup.com
General enquiries to n.fruitgroup@gmail.com
If you would like to receive your Newsletter in electronic rather than paper
form, please tell the Membership Secretary, contact details on page 2.

Find us on Facebook
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